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Insurance companies are reporting a jump in 

death payouts due to a dramatic rise in the 

number of deaths. The rise in the death rate is 

being corroborated by death certificate data 

from the Centers for Disease Control and Pre-

vention (CDC).  

The death rate is up by 40 percent from pre-

pandemic levels according to Scott Davison, 

chief executive of OneAmerica, a major insur-

ance company based in Indianapolis. 

During an online news conference on 

Dec. 30, 2021, Davison said the change 

was unprecedented. 

“We are seeing, right now, the highest 

death rates we have seen in the history 

of this business,” he said. 

OneAmerica sells life insurance to em-

ployers nationwide, and similar fig-

ures are found throughout the industry. 

“The data is consistent across every play-

er in that business,” Davison said. “And 

what we saw just in the third quarter—

we’re seeing it continue into the fourth 

quarter—is that death rates are up 40 

percent over what they were pre-

pandemic. Just to give you an idea of 

how bad that is, a three-sigma or a one-in

-200-year catastrophe would be a 10 per-

cent increase over pre-pandemic. So 40 per-

cent is just unheard of.” 

This 40 percent figure doesn’t represent folks 

dying of old age, but is instead a reflection of 

deaths in working-age adults, aged 18 to 65. 

However, what’s responsible for the alarming 

spike in fatalities in this age group isn’t clear. 

With all of the concern about COVID-19 late-

ly, the contagion seems a likely choice. But 

according to Davison, something else is at 

play. He said the data coming from insurance 

companies—entities in the business of paying 

out when people die—show that the deaths 

being reported as COVID-19 fatalities 

“greatly understate” the actual deaths from 

working age people hit by the pandemic, as 

most of the claims being filed aren’t being 

classified as COVID-19 deaths. 

“It may not all be COVID on their death cer-

tificate, but deaths are up just huge, huge 

numbers,” he said. 

Also taking part in the news conference was 

Brian Tabor, president of the Indiana Hospital 

Association. He also noted a dramatic rise in 

illness from a different perspective. Tabor said 

hospitals across Indiana were being flooded 

with patients “with many different condi-

tions.” 

In October 2021, The Times of India report-

ed that health insurers saw a “huge surge in 

non-COVID 

claims,” with 

the head of in-

terventional 

cardiology at a 

Mumbai, India, 

hospital noting 

a 40 percent 

increase in heart 

problems com-

pared to the 

previous six to 

eight months. 

Ever since 

COVID-19 hit, 

the world has 

been bracing 

itself for huge 

numbers. Most 

recently in a White House press briefing on 

Dec. 17, 2021, President Joe Biden warned 

that unvaccinated Americans can look forward 

to a “winter of severe illness and death for 

yourselves, your families, and the hospitals 

you may soon overwhelm.”   Continued on 
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Insurance Companies Note Jump In Death Payouts  
 Amid 40% Rise Among Prime-Age Americans 

BY TYLER DURDEN, JANUARY 25, 2022 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Op6kKQzAoxc
https://www.oneamerica.com/wps/wcm/connect/oa/oneamerica/home/about+us/about+oneamerica
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2022/01/more_preliminary_evidence_that_the_vaccines_have_led_to_a_spike_in_deaths.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2022/01/more_preliminary_evidence_that_the_vaccines_have_led_to_a_spike_in_deaths.html


 

Insurance Payouts, Continued from page 1 

Still, such astronomical figures emerging all 

of a sudden are hard to fathom. The pandemic 

has worn on for nearly two years, and health 

officials have been keeping a close eye on the 

death count. What could account for such a 

dramatic jump at the end of 2021? 

[ZH: Answering this question is Epoch's Petr 

Svab with an in-depth analysis - buckle up] 

Americans have been dying at a significantly 

higher rate over the past two years or so, but 

the COVID-19 disease tells only part of the 

story. Among seniors, the pandemic could 

explain the increase in mortality more easily 

than among younger people, where there’s a 

gap requiring further explanation. 

Overall, there appear to be three distinct pat-

terns in the data based on age: 

Among those of age 0 to 17, mortality re-

mained virtually unchanged since 2019. 

Among those who were 65 or older, mortality 

increased in 2020, dropped in the first half of 

2021, coinciding with the proliferation of the 

COVID-19 vaccines, and then increased in 

the third quarter of 2021, coinciding with the 

emergence of the Delta variant, which ap-

peared more resistant to the vaccines. 

Among those aged 18 to 49, mortality rose 

dramatically in the first half of 2020, then 

somewhat plateaued before increasing again 

in the third quarter of 2021. 

The 50 to 64 age group appears to be a mix of 

the latter two patterns. 

COVID-19 Impact 

The differences between age groups become 

more apparent when deaths in-

volving COVID-19 are high-

lighted. 

Under the age of 18, COVID-

related deaths barely register 

when visualized. 

For those aged 75 and older, the 

novel disease more than ex-

plains any increases in mortali-

ty. For those aged 65 to 74, 

deaths were on the rise long 

before the pandemic. Excluding 

the COVID deaths leaves in-

creases slightly above the previ-

ous trend.  

Among those aged 18 to 65, 

however, there emerges the op-

posite phenomenon—after ex-

clusion of COVID deaths, a sig-

nificant hike in mortality re-

mains. The non-COVID in-

crease appears more pro-

nounced in the younger age groups and less in 

the older ones.  

There are several factors that would explain at 

least part of the excess deaths. 

Drugs, Alcohol, Murder 

Drug overdoses skyrocketed in 2020 with 

more than 20,000 more dying in the 18–64 

age group than the year before. The Centers 

for Disease Control’s (CDC) preliminary data 

for the first half of 2021 indicates the trend 

even somewhat intensified. 

There are several factors that would explain at 

least part of the excess deaths. Drugs, Alco-

hol, Murder Drug overdoses skyrocketed in 

2020 with more than 20,000 more dying in 

the 18–64 age group than the year before. The 

Centers for Disease Control’s (CDC) prelimi-

nary data for the first half of 2021 indicates 

the trend even somewhat intensified. 

Deaths involving alcohol—not just alcohol 

poisoning, but also those due to alcoholic cir-

rhosis of the liver and other alcohol-induced 

causes—have been on the rise in recent years, 

but the 2020 increase was particularly signifi-

cant. Nearly 8,000 more died in 2020 than the 

year before in the 18–64 age group. The 2021 

data is not yet available.  

Homicide deaths increased nearly 30 percent 

from 2019 to 2020 in the 18–64 age group, 

accounting for nearly 4,000 excess deaths. 

Last year is shaping up to be similarly homi-

cidal, based on CDC’s preliminary data for 

the first half of 2021.  

With COVID-19 deaths excluded and assum-

ing drug overdoses, alcohol, and homicide 

deaths continued in 2021 at a similar intensity 

as the year before, there was still about 

50,000 excess deaths last year in the 18-64 

age group. 

Misclassified, Overwhelmed 

The CDC and some experts argue that the ex-

cess deaths could be misclassified COVID-19 

deaths as well as deaths due to lack of care 

because of hospitals overwhelmed with 

COVID patients. They point to the fact that 

about third of Americans die at home. Their 

death certificates would be probably written 

by attending physicians who may not test the 

patient for COVID-19. 

The CDC issued guidance on June 15, 2020, 

that all people suspected of dying of COVID-

19 should be tested post mortem, but it’s not 

clear to what degree medical practitioners are 

following through on it. 

This explanation may be limited for several 

reasons. 

Deaths at home indeed increased with the on-

set of the pandemic, from less than 32 percent 

in 2019 to more than 36 percent in June 2020. 

But then the rate dropped again, to less than 

31 percent in December 2020. If people were 

forced to die at home because medical care 

wasn’t available to them, it doesn’t appear to 

have been widespread enough to explain the 

excess mortality gap. 

The argument for misclassified COVID 

deaths usually assumes that the dying person 

was suffering from multiple ailments and the 

attending physician failed to note COVID-19 

as at least a contributing factor. It’s not clear 

how often that applies to younger people who 

are generally healthier and among whom 

COVID-19 deaths are rarer and may stand out 

more. 

Finally, the argument appears to use back-

ward reasoning—assuming the excess deaths 

are caused by COVID-19 and then seeking 

supporting logic on how that could be. 

Continued on Page 3 
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These people all know the truth. 

“But those things which proceed out of the mouth come 

forth from the heart; and they defile the man. “  ~ Matthew 

15:18 

https://rumble.com/vtmvz4-whoopie-slips-says-vaccines-are-killing-

kids.html 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/exclusive-why-are-non-covid-deaths-spiking-among-prime-age-americans_4233385.html?utm_source=partner&utm_campaign=ZeroHedge
https://www.theepochtimes.com/exclusive-why-are-non-covid-deaths-spiking-among-prime-age-americans_4233385.html?utm_source=partner&utm_campaign=ZeroHedge
https://www.theepochtimes.com/t-covid-19
https://www.theepochtimes.com/t-mortality
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Vaccines 

There’s a growing group of doctors and re-

searchers who point to the COVID-19 vac-

cines as a possible culprit in at least a part of 

the excess deaths last year. They usually 

point to several physiological mechanisms 

through which the vaccines could cause harm 

combined with known side effects as 

well as data from the Vaccine Adverse 

Event Reporting System (VAERS), a 

database of reports of health problems 

that have occurred after a vaccination 

and may or may not have been caused 

by it. 

VAERS reports exploded with the in-

troduction of the COVID-19 vaccines. 

By Jan. 7, there were over a million 

reports, including more than 21,000 

deaths. Previously, there would be 

about 40,000 reports and a few hun-

dred deaths a year. They are largely 

filed by health care personnel, based 

on previous research. 

The usual arguments against the 

VAERS data have been that it’s unver-

ified and unreliable. Some researchers 

have pointed out, however, that the 

system isn’t meant to provide defini-

tive answers, but rather early warn-

ings. In their view, the reports have 

raised numerous red flags that haven’t 

been sufficiently investigated. 

CDC Data Caveats 

The latest detailed cause-of-death da-

ta available on the CDC website is for 

the year 2020. For 2021, CDC has 

been releasing some preliminary data 

bi-weekly, but cautions that it has a lag 

of 8 weeks or more as the death certifi-

cate data streams in from around the 

country. For this analysis, only data up 

until October has been used. For spe-

cific causes of death beyond COVID-

19, pneumonia, and influenza, the 

CDC doesn’t break down the availa-

ble 2021 data by age, limiting its use-

fulness for this analysis. 

In addition, CDC’s COVID-19 mortal-

ity data that covers 2021 attributes to 

the virus all deaths where COVID-19 

was marked on the death certificate, 

regardless whether it was listed as the 

underlying cause or as a contributing 

factor. Early in the pandemic, the CDC 

instructed medical practitioners to 

mark all deceased who had tested posi-

tive, and even those with COVID-like 

symptoms but who had not been test-

ed, as deaths caused by COVID-19. Later in 

2020, the guidance gradually changed. Un-

tested cases were to be separated and COVID

-19 was required to be at least a contributing 

factor to be listed on the death certificate. 

In the second half of 2020, the last period 

with available death certificate data on this 

point, nearly 90 percent of deaths involving 

COVID-19 had the disease listed as the un-

derlying cause of death rather than a contrib-

uting factor. 

Some experts have also pointed to govern-

ment policies as a possible culprit in some 

excess deaths. School closures and business 

lockdowns have led to both financial and 

psychological depression, some research and 

anecdotal reports indicate, which may have 

led to death in some cases. Suicide deaths, 

though, have been relatively stable be-

tween 2019 and June 2021, based on 

available data. 

Death After COVID 

There may be a more hidden health im-

pact of COVID-19. A study published in 

December found that people hospitalized 

for COVID-19 had somewhere between 

two and three times the risk of dying in 

the following 12 months of something 

other than COVID-19 than those going 

to a doctor, but testing negative. 

“This huge explosion of inflammation 

during a severe episode of COVID 

seems to be causing a lot of other prob-

lems,” said Arch Mainous, the lead au-

thor of the study and a vice chair for re-

search in the Department of Community 

Health and Family Medicine at the Uni-

versity of Florida. 

“It looks like there is an overall impact 

on your body from this biological in-

sult,” he told The Epoch Times. 

The study has several limitations. It in-

cluded people only from one hospital 

system in Florida and as such may not 

fully apply to the entire U.S. population. 

Also, it controlled for comorbidities, but 

used the Charlson Comorbidity Index 

(CCI), which only includes 17 general 

factors that aren’t specific to COVID-19. 

It includes age as well as issues such as 

history of heart attack, stroke, cancer, 

AIDS, cirrhosis, kidney disease, and dia-

betes. Mainous acknowledged that the 

index may be less predictive in younger 

patients. 

Finally, the studied population as a 

whole had on average a particularly high 

risk of dying. Of the more than 13,600 

people included, over 2,600 died within 

a year—nearly 20 percent. For compari-

son, Americans of age 85 or higher have 

about 10 percent annual mortality. 

 

See detailed charts from this article:  https://

www.zerohedge.com/political/insurance-

companies-note-jump-death-payouts-amid-40-

rise-among-prime-age-americans 

Desperation! 

 

Lesson in Warfare:  Never make yourself look 

this weak by desperatly trying to creating a 

bullshit narrative that nobody would buy... 
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Fauci Approaches His End 
By:  Brain Cates    January 14, 2022 

The Joseph Robinette Biden Presidential ad-

ministration is having a very bad, terrible, 

rotten, no good month of January. 

The Supreme Court struck down the Biden 

vaccine mandate via OSHA. 

Inflation is skyrocketing to historic levels. 

Biden’s polling even in the Fake News Me-

dia has plummeted to 33% approval - and 

you just know the real numbers are at least 8-

10 points lower. 

Stacy Abrams very publicly snubbed Biden 

at his speech in Atlanta, Georgia. Biden is 

now so toxic Democrats running for office in 

2022 don’t want to be seen with him. 

Senators Krysten Sinema and Joe Manchin 

didn’t cave as Democrats hoped they would 

and will not vote to gut the Senate’s filibuster 

rule, which means the Democrats election 

theft bill remains stalled and cannot pass. 

The last jobs report was less than half of 

what was expected. 

A whopping 26 House Democrats have thus 

far announced they will not run for reelection 

this November. Colorado’s Ed Perlmutter 

was the latest to call it quits. 

But what’s going on with the Biden White 

House is nothing compared to what’s been 

happening recently with Dr. An-

thony Fauci, the entrenched and 

long-time director of the National 

Institute of Allergies and Infec-

tious Diseases. 

The Jig Is Up, The News Is Out 

Thanks to the sudden advent of 

the amazing Omicron variant, re-

luctant admissions are now being 

wrung out of the same corrupt 

panjandrums that have been run-

ning the COVID pandemic re-

sponse for the past two years, admissions 

about having vastly inflated both the cases 

and number of deaths in order to drive a fear 

narrative. 

These admissions are going to lead to mas-

sive fallout from an awakening American 

public that is going to have an incredible 

amount of anger when the full realization of 

what was done to it is achieved. The peak 

anger will likely be reached some time 

around the Spring of 2022. 

Literally untold thousands of people are now 

dead in nursing homes and hospitals who 

could have been saved, if only different peo-

ple without nefarious self-interested agendas 

had been in positions of responsibility in our 

federal and state governments. 

The reckoning is certainly coming for people 

like Dr. Anthony Fauci, who is no longer 

working in the shadows like he did for the 

previous 40 years as he suppressed cheap 

drug treatments to champion his own expen-

sive - and often poisonous - patented drugs 

and vaccines for his Big Pharma business 

partners. The advent of the COVID-19 pan-

demic put Fauci on the center stage, out in 

the open, under the spotlight, where everyone 

could see him and what he was doing.  

Remsdesivir Is Just One of the Millstones 

Around Fauci’s Neck 

As just one of example of the fallout that 

Fauci will not survive, consider his pet 

COVID drug, Remdesivir and how he proud-

ly introduced it to the world. 

Fauci chose a live press conference held in 

the Oval Office with President Donald J. 

Trump as the perfect venue for the supposed-

ly ‘good news’ announcement that his pet 

drug, Remdesivir, had just passed it clinical 

trials with flying colors, and he was now go-

ing to authorize it’s use as the only drug 

treatment for COVID-19 and it’s variants. 

It was a great coup for Fauci, who’d already 

met and defeated the challenge of HCQ as a 

possible competitor to Remsdesivir with a 

plethora of lies, and who would soon lead a 

similar campaign of disinformation against 

Ivermectin. Fauci wanted the Big Pharma 

vaccines and his pet drug Remdesivir to be 

the only official games in town, and he suc-

ceeded. 

In fact, Fauci pulled the ‘good news’ about 

Remsdesivir out of his ass. All the clinical 

trials showed that the drug was amazingly 

toxic and it had a fatality rate of 53% on the 

patients in the late stages of COVID that it 

was given to. 

That’s another thing: Fauci insisted for 2 

years there **were no ‘proven’ early treat-

ments for COVID-19**. He never wavered 

on this, despite intense pushback from front-

line doctors who treated hundreds of thou-

sands of patients and demonstrated the effica-

cy of drugs like HCQ and Ivermectin as well 

as immune system-boosting treatments in-

volving Vitamins C & D, Zinc, Quercetin 

and NAC. 

Fauci was so determined to suppress early 

treatments for COVID that the machine he 

spent the past 40 years building in American 

medical community has attacked, slandered 

and threatened to pull the licenses of doctors 

who sought to prescribe HCQ and Ivermectin 

as early treatments for the virus. 

Fauci insisted doctors and hospitals provide 

no early treatments for COVID. Instead, an 

insane practice was instituted where patients 

who were COVID-positive were instructed to 

go home and sit there and wait until the in-

fection reached the late stages, where they 

were struggling to breath. Then they would 

be admitted to hospitals and often ended up 

on ventilators and being pumped full of 

Remsdesivir. 

In the past, Fauci had given himself all kinds 

of cover and layers of bureaucracy for push-

ing poisonous drugs. He often did this while 

actively suppressing cheap expired patent 

drugs that would have competed with the 

profitable new drugs he was personally shep-

herding to the marketplace. 

Continued on page 5. 

https://www.klfy.com/health/coronavirus/u-s-supreme-court-strikes-down-bidens-vaccine-mandate-for-large-businesses/
https://www.klfy.com/health/coronavirus/u-s-supreme-court-strikes-down-bidens-vaccine-mandate-for-large-businesses/
https://nypost.com/2022/01/12/inflation-hits-4-decade-high-consumer-prices-soar-7-percent/
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/589450-quinnipiac-poll-shows-biden-with-33-percent-approval-rating
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/589213-stacey-abramss-shocking-snub-of-biden-harris-signals-possible-2024
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/589213-stacey-abramss-shocking-snub-of-biden-harris-signals-possible-2024
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/sinema-manchin-hold-firm-on-filibuster-support-despite-high-stakes-biden-meeting/ar-AASL6T8
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/sinema-manchin-hold-firm-on-filibuster-support-despite-high-stakes-biden-meeting/ar-AASL6T8
https://nypost.com/2022/01/09/bidens-sorry-bid-to-spin-decembers-weak-jobs-report/
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/colorados-perlmutter-becomes-26th-house-democrat-not-running-for-reelection-this-year
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/colorados-perlmutter-becomes-26th-house-democrat-not-running-for-reelection-this-year
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Fauci—Continued from page 4. 

He did this with the incredibly toxic and 

costly AZT back in the late 1980’s and early 

1990’s and so its no real surprise he’s done it 

again during the current pandemic. Fauci 

was resolutely determined that no cheap, 

readily available drugs like Hydroxychloro-

quine or Ivermectin steal the spotlight from 

his personally anointed Big Pharma master-

piece drug, the hideously expensive 

Remsdesivir. 

How expensive is 

Remsdesivir? Gilead Sciences 

set the price between $2,340 to 

$3,120 per cycle. 

And only after thousands of 

people had this new expensive 

drug intravenously adminis-

tered to them did it become 

evident that far from helping 

patients recover from a 

COVID infection or illness, 

the drug was actually poison-

ing them, many times fatally. 

The drug was so toxic even the 

mainstream media and health 

organizations worldwide had 

to admit it was literally killing 

half the patients who were be-

ing treated with it. 

There’s Nowhere For Fauci To 

Hide; There’s No One Else For Him To 

Blame 

Understand: Fauci is **not** going to be 

able to survive the fallout from this. Out of 

all the evil things this wretched gnome has 

done over his long sordid career that should 

have gotten him fired, if not sent to prison, 

Remsdesivir will do the trick at last. 

Fauci has survived to this point by giving 

himself plausible deniability. He doesn’t 

have it this time with the COVID-19 pan-

demic. Especially when it comes to his hav-

ing personally shepherded Remsdesivir to 

market while ruthlessly suppressing all cheap 

competitors. 

The most damning thing is that the cheap 

competitors actually worked. His expensive 

and poisonous vaccines and Remsdesivir did 

not. 

The Big Pharma vaccines and train of boost-

ers that followed them did nothing to stop 

the spread of the virus and its variants. That 

vaccinated people catch the virus and trans-

mit it is now an accepted fact. 

And note in this column I haven’t even got-

ten into the gain-of-function NIH funding at 

the Wuhan Insti-

tute of Virology. What Fauci did in manag-

ing the COVID virus in America alone is 

enough to finish him all by itself. 

Everybody wants him gone as soon as possi-

ble. And it’s true he should have been sacked 

long ago, and should already be facing crimi-

nal charges for some of the things he’s done. 

We don’t live in a perfect world. We will 

have to put up with him for a few more 

weeks. Maybe even a few more months. 

But as in the Biblical 

story found in the 

book of Daniel, the 

handwriting is on the 

wall. And the writing 

is clear in what it 

says. He has been 

weighed in the bal-

ance, and has been 

found out. 

It’s only a matter of 

time. 

And once Fauci is fi-

nally gone, the corrupt 

medical system he 

spent 40 years build-

ing can be dismantled 

and replaced by some-

thing better. 

History will not be 

kind to him, and the 

question of how he managed to get away 

with his crimes for so long is going to have 

to be addressed so the American people can 

ensure there is never a repeat of this kind of 

thing. 

There can Never be another Dr. Fauci. 

https://briancates.substack.com/p/fauci-

approaches-his-end 

Tired ? 

Stop Masking, Vaxxing, Boosting, and Isolating 

and Start acting like 

A FREE AMERICAN! 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/kim-iversen-fauci-aids-epidemic-covid-vaccines-profits/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/kim-iversen-fauci-aids-epidemic-covid-vaccines-profits/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/kim-iversen-fauci-aids-epidemic-covid-vaccines-profits/
https://www.ajmc.com/view/gilead-sciences-sets-us-price-for-covid19-drug-at-2340-to-3120-based-on-insurance
https://www.ajmc.com/view/gilead-sciences-sets-us-price-for-covid19-drug-at-2340-to-3120-based-on-insurance
https://www.ajmc.com/view/gilead-sciences-sets-us-price-for-covid19-drug-at-2340-to-3120-based-on-insurance
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jvchamary/2021/01/31/remdesivir-covid-coronavirus/?sh=21dc39d66c27
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/19/health/remdesivir-covid-19.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/19/health/remdesivir-covid-19.html
https://www.theblaze.com/op-ed/horowitz-remdesivir-is-the-greatest-scandal-of-the-pandemic
https://www.theblaze.com/op-ed/horowitz-remdesivir-is-the-greatest-scandal-of-the-pandemic
https://www.theblaze.com/op-ed/horowitz-remdesivir-is-the-greatest-scandal-of-the-pandemic
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Are Moderna and 

Pfizer the Next  

Enron?  
 (https://paine.tv/listen-are-moderna-and-

pfizer-the-next-enrons-former-blackrock-

hedge-fund-guru-edward-dowd-paints-grim-

picture-for-big-pharmas-vax-kings-while-big-

insurance-appears-prepped-to-go-to-war-

with/) 

Former Blackrock fund manager Edward 

Dowd paints a grim picture for Big Pharma’a 

vax kings in a recent interview with Thomas 

Paine.  

Dowd, who grew his fund to $14B by antici-

pating the next big news, believes bankrupt-

cy is in the cards for the Pharma giants. 

“Wall Street is… starting to smell something 

went really wrong during the whole EUA 

clinical trials process… Pfizer’s clinical trial 

data was fraudulent (https://t.me/

LibertyOverwatchChannel/5828). They did-

n’t report the all cause mortality endpoint 

(https://t.me/

LibertyOverwatchChannel/6238), which is 

the gold standard in the drug approval pro-

cess. They failed that endpoint but they 

rammed it through,” Dowd said.  

Comparing the situation to the Great Finan-

cial Crisis, Dowd points out that in both cas-

es, “the supposed watchdog… wasn’t an ob-

jective, disinterested party.” Leading up to 

2008, “they gave AAA ratings to bonds that 

lost 60%, which never should have hap-

pened.” In Covid-1984, instead of the ratings 

agencies facilitating the con, it’s the federal 

government. “The FDA gets 50% of its 

budget from Pharma. The fraud couldn’t 

have been perpetuated without CDC and 

FDA help,” explained Dowd.  

The falsified trial data and adverse event re-

ports are being “heavily suppressed by our 

tech overlords and the mainstream media,” 

Dowd continued. “This couldn’t have hap-

pened without their silence and/or active 

suppression. I view this as a multi-siloed 

fraud, called meta-fraud: There’s Pharma 

[where] the fraud originated… media and 

tech censoring the truth [in exchange for] 

Pharma spend… and then you’ve got the 

government, which was corrupted…” 

“It’s all going to unravel,” Dowd predicts. 

“People have become rich off of the death 

and disability of others… Forget about con-

spiracy theory. This is good old fashioned 

greed and power… Let me tell you what 

Pfizer’s potential revenues could be if they 

are successful in mandating this vaccine 

quarterly… Their revenues go from $52B to 

$350B overnight… If you don’t think that’s 

enough incentive to bribe government offi-

cials, you’re naive.” 

Dowd believes Big Insurance will be the cat-

alyst that causes the wheels to come off. Ma-

jor life insurance firms are reporting multi-

sigma increases in non-Covid-related death 

claims.  

OneAmerica (https://t.me/

LibertyOverwatchChannel/6243) saw deaths 

climb 40% among the 18 - 64 age cohort 

during the third quarter of 2021 from the pri-

or year. “Just to give you an idea of how bad 

that is, a three-sigma or a one-in-200-year 

catastrophe would be 10% increase over pre-

pandemic,” CEO Scott Davison said. “So 

40% is just unheard of.” 

Reuters (https://www.reuters.com/business/

life-insurers-adapt-pandemic-risk-models-

after-claims-jump-2022-01-13/) reported that 

Dutch insurer Aegon, which does two-thirds 

of its business in the United States, is facing 

a similar 

brobdingnagi-

an spike: 

“claims in the 

Americas in 

the third quar-

ter were $111 

million, up 

from $31 mil-

lion a year 

earlier.” 

“Once the 

[life insur-

ance] trial lawyers get involved in this dis-

covery, that’s when the kimono opens up and 

the flood gates open,” 

Dowd augurs. “It gets 

wild and woolly then. 

But that’s further down 

the road once their 

stock prices have al-

ready been beaten into 

submission.” 

What about the blan-

ket immunity protec-

tion for vaccine manu-

facturers, Paine asked. 

“Fraud eviscerates all 

contracts,” Dowd re-

sponded. “Moderna and 

Biontech are going to 

zero… Pfizer could be 

a $5 stock.” 

Listen   Thomas Paine TV 

(https://paine.tv/listen-are-moderna-and-pfizer-the-

next-enrons-former-blackrock-hedge-fund-guru-

edward-dowd-paints-grim-picture-for-big-pharmas-

vax-kings-while-big-insurance-appears-prepped-to-go

-to-war-with/)* 

*Part 1 gets going around min. 22:00 

Watch  War Room (https://rumble.com/vtol3c-

former-blackrock-exec-believes-vaccine-makers-

liability-is-at-risk-because-.html) 

Related  

• Pfizer Falsified Clinical Trial Data (https://t.me/

LibertyOverwatchChannel/5828) 

• KanekoaTheGreat Substack (https://

kanekoa.substack.com/p/the-powerful-pfizer-

presentation): The Real Pfizer Vaccine Trial Data  

(https://t.me/LibertyOverwatchChannel/6238) 

• Pfizer Vaccine Trial Revealed More Harm Than 

Good (https://t.me/LibertyOverwatchChannel/6239) 

• Life Insurance CEO: Non-Covid Deaths Up 40 

(https://t.me/LibertyOverwatchChannel/6243)% 

• Life Insurer Claims Surge (https://

www.reuters.com/business/life-insurers-adapt-

pandemic-risk-models-after-claims-jump-2022-01-

13/) 

@LibertyOverwatchChannel 
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So we meet again!  It’s been an event filled year al-

ready and we’re only 2 months in.  I wanted to share 

with you a post by Ezra Cohen-Watnick that hit me 

right in the heart.  It says all the things I wanted to say 

to you this month: 

Reminder that if 

you are still un-

vaxxed you sur-

vived the biggest 

psyop in human 

history. They elab-

orated an evil plan 

for decades. Do 

you realize how 

much time, re-

sources and effort 

they put into this? 

They studied all 

the possible ways 

to enslave your 

mind and make you take the vaxx. They tried to de-

moralize you by corrupting society from every possi-

ble corner. They tried to vilify and desensitize your 

mind with p..n. They tried to lure you with money, 

gifts, and rewards. They tried to confuse you and 

make you doubt your own 

reality and identity. They 

tried to make you walk on 

your own principles, values, 

and ethics. They even 

turned your close ones 

against you. Almost every-

one felt for it. Almost all of 

them cucked in. But not you. Just realize how much 

bad times you went through and overcame. You never 

cucked. You are still un-vaxxed. You are still a pure 

blood. Their tricks didn't work on you. So to all the un

-vaxxed I say to you Cheers [ladies and] gentlemen! 

Stay based.  Telegram (https://t.me/Ezra_Cohen) - 

Ezra A. Cohen - Public Servant 

This post comes as my grandchildren, who were re-

moved from my life for not thinking right, resurfaced 

with pleas of “wear your mask everywhere you go, 

and please get all the shots so we can see you.  My 

parents are afraid you will get us all sick.” My grand-

son, at the ripe old age of ten tells us we’re losing 

precious time and memories because “my mom and 

dad don’t like you guys anymore.”  – Can you imag-

ine?  The evil the elite has imposed upon us is so dark 

and so deep, we must vow to NEVER allow this in 

our world again.           

This edition is dedicated to the question of Depopula-

tion.  I share a post by Dr. Mikovits that reads:  Ac-

cording to Israel funeral directors the number of dead, 

especially younger people, has overwhelmed their 

capacity to give everyone a proper burial.  Israel has 

the most 4-booster vaccinated people.  Israeli people 

are not dying from omicron. They are dying from vac-

cine induced AIDS. The vaccine destroyed the im-

mune systems of the Israeli people.  What the Nazi’s 

started, the Israel government is finishing.  Death by 

vaccine.  

Israel just awarded its highest prize, the Genesis 

Award, to Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla.  - Vladimir Zev 

Zelenko MD 

Our commercial media has been complicit in the 

crimes against humanity forced upon all nations.  And 

now we see people dropping like flies in a kitchen 

window of those who dutifully signed on because the 

government and the media know best.  As we ap-

proach the coming months and years that will surely 

be gut wrenching, remember to love one another like 

these are our last days, as they may surely be. 

The long-term fallout from the insurance data in the 

lead article could well mean that life insurance poli-

cies will be discontinued when the life insurance com-

panies run out of money due to all the payouts.  With 

the deaths happening “seemingly” out of nowhere, 

will the payouts potentially be curtailed by requiring 

an HIV test prior to payout?  Is HIV a cancellable 

diagnosis for insurance policies?  What recourse will 

the life insurance companies have when facing bank-

ruptcy from a once in 800 year death event?  I have 

been watching the Worldometer and will attempt to 

pull figures for future publication and comparison. 

God Bless everyone one of you holding the line to 

remain Free.  Freedom is everything.  Freedom is the 

ONLY THING.   

Remain in prayer knowing that despite what we see 

today, God has already won! 

Letter from the Editor 

VAERS is the 

Vaccine Adverse 

Event Reporting 

System put in 

place in 1990. It 

is a voluntary re-

porting system 

that has been 

estimated to ac-

count for only 

1% ( see the 

Lazarus Report) 

of vaccine inju-

ries. OpenVAERS 

is built from the 

HHS data availa-

ble for download 

at vaers.hhs.gov.  

https://OpenVaers.com/Covid-data 

https://openvaers.com/images/r18hs017045-lazarus-final-report-20116.pdf
https://openvaers.com/images/r18hs017045-lazarus-final-report-20116.pdf
https://vaers.hhs.gov/
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Wokeism Is A Cruel 

And Dangerous Cult 
By Tyler Durden — January 30, 2022 

Authored by Victor Davis Hanson via AmGreat-
ness.com, 

Wokeism’s natural logic is to destroy the 

lives of people of both genders, of all races, 

and - if need be - of those of every age, all to 

leverage an otherwise unworkable ideologi-

cal agenda… 

Wokeism has been described by its critics as 

the omnipresent use of race—and to a lesser 

extent, gender—to replace meritocracy and 

thus ensure equality of result. What 

follows from implementing that ideol-

ogy are reparatory actions to reward 

those of the present by atoning for the 

injustices done to others in the past.  

Some see it as an update of 1960s cul-

tural Marxism fads. Others scoff that it 

is just a return to 1980s-style political 

correctness.  

Still more see it as the logical succes-

sor to 1990s-type race, class, and gen-

der obsessions—albeit with a shriller 

and more dangerous Jacobin, Soviet, 

and Maoist twist. Wokeism’s hysteria 

also invites comparisons to the Salem 

witch trials and McCarthyism.  

But few have described wokeism as 

the cruel creed that it is.  

Wokeism’s natural logic is to destroy 

the lives of people of both genders, of 

all races, and—if need be—those of every 

age, all to leverage an otherwise unworkable 

ideological agenda. It is nihilist and destroys 

everything it touches. It tears apart foes and 

friends alike, whether by fueling media-

driven hatred of Donald Trump or faux-

deification of the disaster that is now Joe 

Biden.  

Woke’s Victims  

Defunding law enforcement and defaming 

police resulted in record numbers of murders 

in 12 U.S. cities, conviction, and incarcera-

tio. A wave of violent crime is even hitting 

America’s suburbs.  

Without much fear of arrest, indictment, em-

boldened violent career criminals for the past 

year have robbed, assaulted, and killed the 

innocent with impunity.  

The victims at the bus stop, the subway, or in 

the furniture store do not seem to warrant 

media or progressive attention, much less 

sympathy.  

They are the ignored—the unnamed, and the 

forgotten collateral damage from the grand 

experiment of redefining crime as a social 

construct. The guilty are the elite academics, 

activists, and billionaires like George Soros 

who are untouched by what they birthed. 

We have all seen videos of the vast expanse 

of flotsam and jetsam strewn by train thieves 

along the Union Pacific tracks in Los Ange-

les. Yet the Wild West mess is still more 

than just the concrete manifestations of Los 

Angeles County district attorney George 

Gascón’s unhinged efforts to excuse crimi-

nals from legal consequences.  

The packages thrown along the ground by 

thugs and gangsters represent, among other 

things, lost COVID-19 test results of the ill. 

Presumably, they unknowingly are waiting 

still by the window for the delivery of results 

that never arrive. The package in the dirt 

was, perhaps, a key tractor part eagerly 

awaited, in vain, by the broke farmer in the 

Central Valley. The mess included the life-

saving medicines shipped to the sick that dis-

appeared.  

And our elected leaders did what in re-
sponse? Governor Gavin Newsom apolo-
gized for using the insensitive word “gangs” 
to describe those who plunder, loot, and trash 
railcars. 

Always In Search of Targets  

It is a cruel thing to indoctrinate children 

with the lie that they are innately guilty of 

oppression due to their skin color. One accu-

rate definition of racism is collective ill-

treatment of an individual due to his innate 

appearance—on the pretext that such bias is 

deserved, given the target is deemed mental-

ly, spiritually, or morally inferior because of 

said traits. But that, in a nutshell, is the es-

sence of critical race theory: the destruction 

of all human traits and unique characteristics, 

as demonized individuals are reduced to ste-

reotyped, faceless members of a collective.   

For over a half-century, female athletes have 

sought to achieve parity in society’s attitudes 

to sports. Title IX forced universities to en-

sure rough equality for both female and male 

sports.  

But the woke effort to redefine transitioning 

biological males as identical to biological 

women will assuredly destroy the life work 

of thousands of pioneer athletes.  

Ironically, the sexist woke movement has 

allowed men to take hormones and under-

go surgery to become females—even as 

their immutable skeleton frames, muscular-

ity, or organ characteristics ensure an un-

fair and asymmetrical contest. The lives of 

thousands of young female athletes will 

likely be diminished. Each sprinter, every 

swimmer, and all female pole-vaulters will 

now inevitably at some future date have a 

rendezvous with career implosion—

defined by losing to a transgendered fe-

male/biological male.  

Records are being rewritten, the very na-

ture of individual women’s sports changed, 

and soon there will no longer remain an 

idea of “women’s sports” at all.  

The Forgotten Broken Eggs of the Woke 
Omelet  

The green wokeists postulate that they are 

saving lives by radical efforts to restrict gas 

and oil production, to raise fuel prices. They 

want to force Americans to buy high-priced 

alternative sources of wind- and solar-

generated power and battery-powered cars. 

But away from the faculty lounge, millions 

of Americans are colder and less mobile this 

winter, paying far more to heat their homes 

and to drive to work.  

Most of the woke climate change activists 

rarely see the poor trying to empty their purs-

es to scrounge combinations of cash and 

credit cards to leverage over $100 to fill their 

cars’ gas tanks. Tesla drivers might be the 

architects of last year’s war on carbon fuels. 

But real-life victims pay for their piety—

those who have no such options to buy high-

priced electric cars.  

Continued on Page 9 

https://amgreatness.com/2022/01/23/wokeism-is-a-cruel-and-dangerous-cult/
https://amgreatness.com/2022/01/23/wokeism-is-a-cruel-and-dangerous-cult/
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/gavin-newsom-clarifies-calling-train-thieves-gang
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/gavin-newsom-clarifies-calling-train-thieves-gang
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Wokeism, Continued from page 8 

For the cosmopolitan woke, the border is 

many things: a mere xenophobic construct, a 

racist barrier, a nationalist tic.  

But the thousands who live near the Mexican 

border see their homes and farms overrun 

with drug traffickers—and during a pandem-

ic thousands of unvaccinated and possibly 

sick illegal aliens. They suffer firsthand from 

daily violence as all security disappears.  

For the American poor, who rely on govern-

ment health clinics and state entitlements, the 

influx of thousands of illegal aliens into their 

communities becomes a zero-sum game. The 

more noncitizens put demands on such al-

ready oversubscribed services, the fewer citi-

zens there are who will have access to quali-

ty care.  

The woke lecture that colleges and universi-

ties must now go beyond their former de fac-

to racial quotas for admissions and hiring, 

already mostly based on proportional repre-

sentation and disparate impact. But now a 

sort of reparations system emerges. It is what 

the Left itself used to call in derision 

“overrepresentation.” 

Equity in our Orwellian world is not equali-

ty, but payback. Again, it is the idea of mak-

ing the current generation pay for the sup-

posed sins of the long dead of centuries past.  

Aside from the destruction of merit by the 

substitution of racial criteria, millions from a 

discarded generation will have doors 

slammed on their careers—simply because 

of the color of their skin. And they will never 

forget that.  

The woke do not even make the effort to ad-

mit that class matters as much as, or more 

than, race. By doing so, they doom millions 

of poor white and Asian students, who man-

aged in poverty to achieve excellent grades 

and test scores, from being admitted to top-

tier schools. Their actual achievement, de-

spite their absence of wealthy, college-

educated, or well-connected parents, means 

little.  

Once a morally bankrupt soci-

ety—for naïve, utopian, or ig-

noble reasons—begins to cali-

brate graduation ceremonies, 

dorm space, roommate selec-

tion, achievement, and grading 

standards based on race, then 

it not only will lose its standard 

of living, but it will deserve to. 

And it may have a future date with the 

violence of Rwanda, Iraq, or the Bal-

kans.  

Power, Not “Equity,” Is the Creed  

In sum, wokeness is not about kindness, 

equality, fairness, or morality.  

It is the power agenda of the elite of all rac-

es. For differing reasons, they rig the game in 

their own interests, without a care about who 

suffers.  

Rich white people assume that they possess 

the money, the influence, the networking 

skills, and the connections to navigate 

around the very exclusionary rules they make 

for others. For them, there are seldom costs. 

But they win apparent psychological gain at 

feeling spiritually superior while driving a 

Range Rover. 

They get high on the sense of power they 

wield to engineer the lives of millions 

deemed less important than they. And to the 

degree they feel guilty about their own mo-

nopoly of wealth and leisure, such transient 

superficial remorse is alleviated by abstract 

caring for the “other.”  

If they can ensure that 50 percent of TV 

commercials highlight African Americans, 

then they worry little about the nation’s exis-

tential crisis of 800 blacks murdered in Chi-

cago last year. And no such television execs 

have a clue—or likely a concern—about how 

to stop it.  

The woke take out a medieval contract that 

all their material indulgences can be bal-

anced by virtue-signaling caring for the less 

fortunate—although always at someone 

else’s expense.  

Woke = Wealthy Careerists  

And for the millions of the affluent, elite 

nonwhite? The resurgence of racial obses-

sions conveniently destroys the old idea of 

class, even though now it is the far more pre-

cise calibration of inequality.  

For all the woke talk about “constructs” of 

gender, race is somehow alone exempted and 

declared innate, definable, and immutable. 

One’s appearance becomes the permanent 

victimized refuge—even of NBA multibil-

lionaires and billionaire rappers alike. 

A Ward Churchill or Elizabeth Warren can 

desperately seek to leverage a career in be-

coming Native American, apparently as if 

they were almost trapped in their own white 

bodies. Yet they can still not manage to con-

struct such assumed identities in the manner 

of Bruce/Caitlyn Jenner.  

If race is now the sole immutable barometer 

of who is a victim, who a victimizer, then 

LeBron James, Jay-Z, Kayne West, Chris 

Rock, Michelle Obama, and Oprah Winfrey 

are always to be among the eternally op-

pressed. The enormous influence, power, sta-

tus, and wealth they wield never negates 

their victimhood, despite a nation three gen-

erations into affirmative action.  

In the immoral calculus of woke, the poor 

white or Southeast Asian offspring of poorly 

paid high-school dropouts constitute “the 

privileged.” And a multimillionaire racist 

like the TV anchorwoman Joy Reid claims to 

be the perpetual victim, not the inner-city 

African American retiree who in 2021 has 

lost local police protection.  

No wonder the woke elite and the affluent 

leftists fixate on race, given they are now the 

ruling class. Otherwise, their own privilege 

would be the obvious target of the once-

beloved “Revolution.”   

So, they fear that by their own prior left-

wing standards, they too could end up on the 

wrong side of their moral Maginot Line. 

Wokeism’s obsessions with ferreting out 

“white privilege” are a way for rich people to 

head off (so to speak) the fate of Marie An-

toinette.  

Totalitarian Wokeism  

A final note. We know wokeism is both con-

trary to human nature and antithetical to de-

mocracy and constitutional government.  

Without public support, it has instead em-

braced an entire array of cruel, Soviet, and 

Maoist means to achieve its own self-

interested ends. Woke talk about “racists” 

eerily emulates Soviet boilerplate about 

“counterrevolutionaries.” Today’s wokeist 

spouts things that could come right out of the 

mouth of the novelist Boris Pasternak’s char-

acter Army Commissar Strelnikov, or 

Mao’s Little Red Book concerning 

“suppression of counterrevolutionaries.” 

No wonder the woke, so-called “humanists” 

are the first to resort to Trotskyization and 

iconoclasm. They are masters of censoring, 

blacklisting, scapegoating, deplatforming, 

ritual humiliation, doxxing, cancel-culture, 

ostracism, and disbarring.  

Wokeism’s logic is the eternal one of the 

bully Jacobin with his guillotine lists of the 

revolutionary unpure, the 19th-century lynch 

mob storming the frontier jail, the Red 

Guards hounding the counterrevolutionary, 

and the forced mental hospitalizations of the 

Soviet Union.  

But above all, wokeism is a cruel cult—

created by and for the careerist benefit of the 

privileged. 

https://www.independent.org/news/article.asp?

id=13968 

https://villains.fandom.com/wiki/Strelnikov
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Man, Woman Sen-

tenced for Sexually 

Abusing Children in 

‘House of Evil’ 
By:  B911,  January 24, 2022 

PHILADELPHIA – A man and woman will 

face decades in state prison for the repeated 

sexual assault of three children under the age 

of 13, abuse that they also filmed in more than 

40 videos of child pornography. 

Leonard F. Hewitt Sr., 51, and Krystyn Anne 

Smock, 40, both of Bristol Township, commit-

ted the acts for more than four years from Jan-

uary 2014 to October 2019, the investigation 

uncovered. One of the victims came forward in 

January 2020, leading to their arrests shortly 

after. The two pleaded guilty last year on a 

number of felony sex offenses, including rape 

of a child, involuntary deviate sexual inter-

course of a child, aggravated indecent assault 

of a child, photographing, videotaping, depict-

ing on computer or filming sexual acts, and 

criminal conspiracy. 

They appeared Tuesday, Jan. 18, 2022, before 

President Judge Wallace H. Bateman Jr. for 

sentencing. Calling their actions monstrous, 

Bateman said the “abuse occurred by two peo-

ple who are supposed to care for them, protect 

them and love them.” 

“You were supposed to protect them,” he said 

before sentencing Hewitt to 20 to 40 years in 

state prison and Smock to 15 to 30 years in 

state prison.  Both will be required to register 

as sex offenders for the rest of their lives. 

In a victim impact statement, the father of one 

of the victims described Hewitt and Smock’s 

home as a “house of evil.” He said his daugh-

ter had “her childhood stolen from her.” 

In January 2020, one of the victims, a 10-year-

old girl who moved to Lawrence County, par-

ticipated in a forensic interview at the Chil-

dren’s Advocacy Center there and said she 

was sexually assaulted by Hewitt inside his 

home in Bristol Township. The girl said the 

assaults happened on multiple occasions. 

Bristol Township Detective Alexander As-

mann began investigating and spoke to a sec-

ond girl who said she was also sexually abused 

by Hewitt, beginning when she was 12 or 13 

years old. 

During an interview with a third victim, a 14-

year-old boy, told Asmann that Hewitt showed 

him videos on his cellphone that showed the 

first victim being sexually abused by Smock 

while Hewitt filmed. The boy said there were 

about five videos on the phone. As a result, a 

search warrant was obtained for any cell phone 

or video equipment that belonged to Hewitt, in 

order to retrieve the videos that were de-

scribed, Deputy District Attorney Kristin 

McElroy said Thursday, leading to the recov-

ery of a video camera. 

The recordings on the camera spanned a 

number of years, going back as far as 

2014. The videos found on the camcorder 

showed the repeated sexual abuse of the 

first victim by Hewitt while Smock rec-

orded. Based on the time stamp of the first 

videos, the victim would be about 5 years 

old, McElroy said in court. Police found 

even more 

homemade 

child pornogra-

phy after seiz-

ing Hewitt’s 

cellphone, and 

three cell-

phones and a 

laptop that be-

longed to Smock. 

“In total, over 40 videos were recovered de-

picting homemade child pornography with the 

[three victims],” McElroy said Thursday. 

“These defendants are depraved,” District At-

torney Matt Weintraub said after sentencing. 

“What they did to these children is unspeaka-

ble. Our only consolation is that these preda-

tors will be separated from society for dec-

ades.” 

This case was investigated by Bristol Town-

ship Police Detective Alexander Asmann and 

was prosecuted by Deputy District Attorney 

Kristin McElroy. 

https://breaking911.com/man-woman-sentenced-

for-sexually-abusing-children-in-house-of-evil/ 

Based on the 

time stamp of 

the first videos, 

the victim 

would be about 

5 years old... 
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Fired Pharmaceutical 
Workers Explain 
Why They Didn’t Get 
COVID-19 Shots 

WTM, February 3, 2022 

A major pharmaceutical company this week 

fired many employees who refused to get the 

COVID-19 vaccine. Syneos Health is a global 

pharmaceutical outsourcing company with 

some 28,000 employees in more than 110 

countries. It contracts with bigger pharmaceu-

tical companies including COVID-19 vaccine 

maker Johnson & Johnson/Janssen.  

“It’s the same exact job, same exact custom-

ers, same exact expense reporting. Everything 

is the same, we’re just employed through dif-

ferent employers. And yet we’re being forced 

to be vaccinated and they’re not. We’re being 

told it’s because we can’t do our job, yet my 

Janssen counterpart can be unvaccinated, have 

an exemption, and still do the same exact job,” 

one sales representative told The Epoch 

Times. 

Two recently fired Syneos pharmaceutical 

representatives spoke with The Epoch Times 

on the condition of confidentiality as they fi-

nalize their employment benefits and search 

for new work. 

They said J & J is granting permanent medi-

cal and religious exemptions for their em-

ployees, allowing them to keep their jobs, but 

Syneos exemptions were temporary and their 

time to comply is up. 

Employees who applied for exemptions from 

the shots got a “good news/bad news” letter 

from Syneos on Dec. 9. The good news: the 

company was granting a temporary exemp-

tion. The bad news: The exemption ended on 

Jan. 31, along with their jobs. Until then, em-

ployees were not allowed to enter any U.S. 

Syneos building. 

Florida employees got a different letter, grant-

ing them a temporary exemption from the vac-

cine. The letter allows them to enter Syneos 

buildings in Florida, but company buildings 

outside the state are off-limits. Their exemp-

tions will be re-evaluated in 30 days, the letter 

said. Those in Florida are protected by a state 

law making it more complicated for compa-

nies to mandate COVID-19 shots. 

Syneos pharmaceutical sales representatives, 

many with science or health backgrounds, at-

tend a two-month pharmaceutical school when 

hired. Here, they are taught the science behind 

the drugs they sell. They were not selling 

COVID vaccines, but they have a working 

knowledge of pharmaceuticals. 

“A lot of us were questioning the shots be-

cause they didn’t go through the proper safety 

and efficacy studies that are traditionally re-

quired for all medications. And being in the 

medical industry, part of our job is discussing 

safety and efficacy about our products and our 

competitors’ products with doctors, physician 

assistants, and nurse practitioners. For there 

not to be safety and efficacy data with these 

COVID shots, many of us wanted to wait,” 

one former Syneos employee said. 

These employees didn’t view the shots as 

“bad.” They just wanted more data before 

making a decision. Many people took the 

shots without question- ing it. 

 

“The 

govern-

ment 

said do 

this; it is 

in your 

best in-

terest 

and you 

can go 

back to 

normal,” 

a former 

employ-

ee said. 

“As time 

has gone 

on, 

we’ve seen, obviously, these are not actual 

vaccines that inoculate you and give you im-

munity. And there are a lot of reports of—and 

people that we know personally—who have 

been injured from these shots, so there’s a 

good percentage of us that never got them. As 

data continued to come in, we were not going 

to get them.” 

This is an excerpt from The Epoch Times. 

 

https://resistthemainstream.org/fired-

pharmaceutical-workers-explain-why-they-didnt-

get-covid-19-shots/?utm_source=telegram 

 

“...and people that we 

know personally—who 

have been injured from 

these shots, so there’s a 

good percentage of us 

that never got them. As 

data continued to come 

in, we were not going to 

get them.” 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/t-religious-exemptions
https://www.theepochtimes.com/fired-pharmaceutical-workers-explain-why-they-didnt-get-covid-19-shots_4255408.html
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US Embassy just removed all their 

Ukraine Bioweapon lab documents from 

the website 

https://ua.usembassy.gov/embassy/kyiv/

sections-offices/defense-threat-reduction-

office/biological-threat-reduction-program/ 

Just in the last day they removed all the 

PDF files from the embassy website here 

https://ua.usembassy.gov/embassy/kyiv/

sections-offices/defense-threat-reduction-

office/biological-threat-reduction-program/  

The good news is they are still archived 

https://web.archive.org/web/20170130193016/

https://photos.state.gov/libraries/ukraine/895/

pdf/dtro-kharkiv-eng.pdf https://web.archive.org/

web/20210511164310/ 

https://photos.state.gov/libraries/ukraine/895/

pdf/dtro-luhansk-eng.pdf https://web.archive.org/

web/20170221125752/ 

https://photos.state.gov/libraries/

ukraine/895/pdf/dtro-

dnipropetrovsk-eng.pdf  

https://web.archive.org/

web/20210506053014/ 

https://photos.state.gov/libraries/

ukraine/895/pdf/dtro-vinnitsa-

eng.pdf  

https://

web.archive.org/

web/20170221125752/ 

https://

photos.state.gov/

libraries/ukraine/895/

pdf/dtro-

dnipropetrovsk-eng.pdf  

https://

web.archive.org/

web/20170207122550/ 

https://

photos.state.gov/

libraries/ukraine/895/

pdf/dtro-kherson-fact-

sheet-eng.pdf  

https://web.archive.org/web/20170223011502/ 

https://photos.state.gov/libraries/ukraine/895/

pdf/dtro-ternopil-fact-sheet-eng.pdf  

https://web.archive.org/web/20170208032526/ 

https://photos.state.gov/libraries/ukraine/895/

pdf/dtro-zakarpatska-fact-sheet-eng.pdf  

https://web.archive.org/web/20170208032526/ 

https://photos.state.gov/libraries/ukraine/895/

pdf/dtro-zakarpatska-fact-sheet-eng.pdf  

https://web.archive.org/web/20170202040923/ 

https://photos.state.gov/libraries/ukraine/895/

pdf/dtro-lviv-dl-eng.pdf   

https://web.archive.org/web/20170201004446/ 

https://photos.state.gov/libraries/ukraine/895/

pdf/dtro-lviv-rdvl-eng.pdf  

https://web.archive.org/web/20161230143004/ 

https://photos.state.gov/libraries/ukraine/895/

pdf/dtro-eidss.pdf  

https://web.archive.org/web/20210506212717/ 

https://photos.state.gov/libraries/ukraine/895/

pdf/dtro-pathogen-asset-control.pdf  

https://web.archive.org/web/20170207153023/ 

https://photos.state.gov/libraries/ukraine/895/

pdf/dtro-dnipropetrovsk-rdvl_eng.pdf  

https://web.archive.org/web/20170211022339/ 

https://photos.state.gov/libraries/ukraine/895/

pdf/kiev-ivm-fact-sheet-eng.pdf  

These labs are co-run by Fauci's Eco-

Health Alliance and rumor is Russia's en-

tire military operation right now is unoffi-

cially to either secure and/or destroy 

these labs and gather evidence. 

https://ua.usembassy.gov/embassy/kyiv/sections-

offices/defense-threat-reduction-office/biological-

threat-reduction-program/ 

https://gab.com/IamTHE3percent/

posts/107860785599275446 

Hold the line! 
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The Two Faces of 

Mitt Romney 
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Effects of  Child Sexu-

al Abuse on Children 
The effects of child sexual abuse weigh 

heavily on the tens-of-thousands of new 

sexual abuse victims every year. While 

the reported number of sexual abuse cases 

may be 80,000 or less, the estimated rate 

of child sexual abuse is much higher due 

to the lack of reporting. It's believed that 

only 30% of child sexual abuse victims 

report the abuse as children.1 

The effects of child sexual abuse include 

behavioral, cognitive and psychological 

effects. Substance abuse, eating disor-

ders and low self-esteem can occur as a 

result of child sexual abuse. 

Varied Effects of Child Sexual Abuse 

Many psychological effects of child sexu-

al abuse are seen in children of any age, 

as no child is psychologically prepared to 

cope with sexual stimulation. Even a two 

or three year old, who cannot know the 

sexual activity is wrong, will develop 

problems resulting from the inability to 

cope with the effects of child sexual 

abuse. 

As a child ages, the effects of child sexual 

abuse may be even more obvious. 

Most sexual abusers are known by the vic-

tim and so the child is often trapped be-

tween their loyalty for the abuser and the 

sense that what is happening is wrong. 

Telling someone about the abuse becomes 

terrifying as the child may fear it will re-

sult in: 

• Them getting in trouble, being shamed or 

judged 

• A loss of love 

• Violence (often due to threats from the 

abuser) 

• The break-up of the family 

The effects of child sexual abuse usually 

include low self-esteem, a feeling of 

worthlessness, a lack of trust in adults and 

an abnormal or distorted view of sex. The 

effects can be so strong that the child may 

even become suicidal. Children who have 

suffered from sexual abuse are also at an 

increased risk of future abuse and may 

become child abusers themselves. 

The following may be effects of child sex-

ual abuse: 

• Unusual interest in or avoidance of all 

things of a sexual nature 

• Sleep problems or nightmares 

• Depression or withdrawal from friends or 

family 

• Seductiveness 

• Statements that their bodies are dirty or 

damaged, or fear that there is something 

wrong with them in the genital area 

• Refusal to go to school 

• Delinquency/conduct problems 

• Secretiveness 

• Aspects of sexual molestation in draw-

ings, games, fantasies 

• Unusual aggressiveness 

• Extreme fear or anxiety 

• Substance use / abuse 

• Suicidal behavior 

Parents can prevent or lessen the 

chance of sexual abuse by: 

• Telling children that if someone tries 

to touch your body and do 

things that make you feel 

funny, say NO to that per-

son and tell me right away 

• Teaching children that 

respect does not mean blind 

obedience to adults and to 

authority, for example, 

don't tell children 

to, always do everything 

the teacher or baby-sitter 

tells you to do 

• Encouraging profes-

sional prevention programs 

in the local school system 

Because of the possible 

devastating effects of child 

sexual abuse, sexually 

abused children and their 

families need immediate professional 

evaluation and sexual abuse treatment. 

Psychiatrists and psychologists that spe-

cialize in helping sexually abused chil-

dren are particularly helpful. Professional 

help can help the child regain a sense of 

control over life and can help deal with 

the feelings of shame or guilt over the 

abuse. This help can begin the process of 

recovery from the trauma and prevent fu-

ture problems. 

https://www.healthyplace.com/abuse/child-

sexual-abuse/effects-of-child-sexual-abuse-on-

children 

Author’s Note:  While I don’t profess to be a 

psychiatrist, I know people suffering from 

Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID) that is a 

direct result of  the child having been sexual-

ly put upon by adults.  The child was frac-

tured and transformed because adults like 

Mr. Kershnar couldn’t see how “obvious[ly]” 

wrong it was.  Normalizing pedophilia is a 

dangerous & disgusting Pandora’s box. 

He also said, “the notion that it’s wrong…even with a one-year-old, it’s not quite obvious to me.” He point-

ed out that in “at least one culture,” there are reports of grandmothers allegedly “fellating their baby boys to 

calm them down when they’re colicky. I don’t know if it’s true…if this were to be true…it’s hard to see 

what would be wrong with it.” He said he doesn’t think there’s a “blanket period beyond which this is per-

missible if we’re interested in willing participation… I don’t think it’s a blanket wrong at any age.”   

https://heavy.com/news/stephen-kershnar/ 

https://www.healthyplace.com/abuse/child-sexual-abuse/effects-of-child-sexual-abuse-on-children#ref
https://www.healthyplace.com/other-info/psychiatric-disorder-definitions/substance-abuse-overview
https://www.healthyplace.com/eating-disorders/eating-disorders-overview/what-are-eating-disorders-eating-disorder-information
https://www.healthyplace.com/eating-disorders/eating-disorders-overview/what-are-eating-disorders-eating-disorder-information
https://www.healthyplace.com/abuse/child-sexual-abuse/sexual-abusers-who-are-these-child-abusers
https://www.healthyplace.com/abuse/child-sexual-abuse/treatment-of-child-sexual-abuse-sexual-abuse-recovery
https://www.healthyplace.com/abuse/child-sexual-abuse/sexual-abuse-help-where-to-find-it
https://www.healthyplace.com/abuse/child-sexual-abuse/sexual-abuse-help-where-to-find-it
https://heavy.com/news/stephen-kershnar/
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Eyes turn to Hillary 
Clinton, not Trump 
in the Russiagate 

scandal 
By Post Editorial Board                   February 13, 2022 

So there you have it.  

Russiagate, the collective delusion that Donald 

Trump was secretly a Russian agent aided and 

abetted by the Kremlin, the topic of uncounta-

ble inches of Washington Post and New York 

Times copy and the entire primetime lineup of 

MSNBC, was a dirty trick by the Hillary Clin-

ton campaign. Not just part of it. All of it. One 

of the most diabolical, successful misinfor-

mation campaigns ever concocted.  

We already knew that the Steele dossier was 

garbage. Christopher Steele was paid indirectly 

by the Clinton campaign to dig up dirt, which 

he did by turning to other Clinton operatives, 

laundering every outlandish rumor about 

Trump he could find into an “investigative” 

document.  

He shopped it to the FBI, which couldn’t veri-

fy his sources or any of his stories, but the 

agency dragged out the investigation to cast 

maximum suspicion on the new president. In 

the meantime, Steele found willing accomplic-

es in the media to push his propaganda. The 

dupes at BuzzFeed even decided to print the 

whole pack of lies, with the flimsy rationale of 

“Well, why not?”  

We got to the point where New York maga-

zine was running a cover story that was one 

long piece of fan fiction that Trump was se-

cretly a real-life version of “The Americans,” a 

sleeper agent now seated in the highest office 

in the land. The Times and Washington Post 

won a freaking Pulitzer!  

A made-up story  

Now another piece of Russia, Russia, Russia is 

kaputski. A computer server operated by 

Trump’s company was secretly communi-

cating with a Russian firm, claimed Slate mag-

azine and endless Twitter threads of would-be 

tech experts.  

But as special counsel John Durham outlines 

in his latest indictment, that was just a story 

made up by tech executive Rodney Joffe, who 

desperately want-

ed a job with the 

Clinton admin-

istration. He 

hacked Trump’s 

servers, cherry-

picked privileged Internet data he had access 

to, and molded it to look like something nefari-

ous.  

He was coached by lawyer Michael Sussmann 

— who was being paid by the Clinton admin-

istration, although he lied about that to investi-

gators. Sussmann goes to the FBI as a 

“concerned citizen” — not a “Clinton stooge” 

— to try to get them to bite. 

The ultimate goal: Be able 

to leak to the Times that 

Trump is under official in-

vestigation.  

Durham “definitely showed 

that the Hillary Clinton 

campaign directly funded 

and ordered its lawyers at 

Perkins Coie to orchestrate 

a criminal enterprise to fab-

ricate a connection between 

President Trump and Rus-

sia,” says Kash Patel, the 

former chief investigator for 

the House Intelligence 

Committee.  

Beyond outrageous  

Of course, Hillary didn’t get what she wanted 

— the presidency. But her operatives didn’t 

stop, going on CNN to give “very concerned” 

interviews about a theory they knew was bull. 

All to undermine Trump’s presidency. It 

would take three years for the Mueller report 

to finally put the lie to rest, and we’re now, 

five years out, at the point where Durham is 

detailing the full conspiracy.  

If this had happened to a Democrat, the press 

would be losing its mind. A candidate for pres-

ident weaponized the nation’s Justice Depart-

ment to pursue an investigation into their polit-

ical opponent based on what they 

knew were lies. Americans were 

wiretapped! Some were entrapped 

for flimsy claims of perjury. The 

director of the FBI went into the 

Oval Office to tell the president 

that there was a sexual rumor 

floating around, so that it could be 

promptly leaked to the media. 

“Outrageous” doesn’t cover it. 

And still no shame from Hillary 

Clinton and her supporters, be-

cause it’s Donald Trump — any-

thing is fair game to take him 

down.  

All these things we’ve been lec-

tured about over the past four 

years: Norms being broken, inter-

net misinformation, perversion of 

government — it was all happen-

ing. It was the Democrats who 

were doing it. Think anyone in the 

left-wing media will notice? 

https://nypost.com/2022/02/13/eyes-

turn-to-hillary-clinton-not-trump-in-the-

russiagate-scandal/ 

https://nypost.com/2021/11/22/trump-again-slams-fbi-probe-of-his-2016-white-house-campaign/
https://nypost.com/2022/02/13/most-democrats-want-hillary-clinton-investigated-for-any-role-in-russiagate-scandal-poll/
https://nypost.com/2022/02/13/most-democrats-want-hillary-clinton-investigated-for-any-role-in-russiagate-scandal-poll/
https://nypost.com/2022/02/13/rep-jordan-durham-filing-shows-trump-was-right-about-spying/
https://nypost.com/2022/02/13/rep-jordan-durham-filing-shows-trump-was-right-about-spying/


  

The Globalists are losing the narrative.  Our strength is  

INFORMATION.  Try as they might, they cannot stop  

Patriots from sharing the ways they tried to end us.   

HOLD THE LINE Patriots!  The floodgates will open one day and 

they won’t be able to walk down the streets. 
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Epstein sold and raped children and 

NEVER lost his access to banks. 

You know who did? Truck Driver’s 

and the My Pillow guy,  That’s who.  

You better wake up fast, 


